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Dr. Michael Steinlauf Discusses the Powerful Polish Film Aftermath at 

the Philadelphia Jewish Film Festival 

Although Aftermath is a fictional account, its catalyst was the 2001 book Neighbors by 

Jan Gross, which details the mass murder of Jews by their fellow Poles in the town of 

Jedwabne in 1941. According to Dr. Steinlauf, “this book created such a stir in Poland 

that it divided the country just as the Dreyfus Affair had done a century earlier in 

France.” 

Aftermath is the story of two brothers, who unearth and piece together a ghastly 

secret that has been buried in their rural Polish village for 60 years. The younger 

brother, Jozek, has lived his entire life in this village; the older brother, Franek, has 

spent the last twenty years in the United States. After Jozek’s wife and children 

arrive at Franek’s home in Chicago with no explanation, Franek returns to Poland to 

find out why. He soon discovers that his brother has not only been deserted by his 

wife, but is also disdained by the villagers.  

Anti-Semitism runs deep in this village. Although he is Catholic, Jozek has been 

targeted by the villagers for his self-imposed quest to preserve headstones from a 

Jewish cemetery destroyed by the Nazis. Over the years, these headstones were 

dispersed throughout the village. Many formed the foundation of an old road 

constructed by the Germans; some were built into the church courtyard; others were 

used in various capacities by villagers in their homes.  

Franek, who often makes his own anti-Semitic remarks during the film, is 

flabbergasted by his brother’s unexpected preoccupation. Jozek, who even learned 

Hebrew to read the inscriptions on the headstones, explains quite simply, “I had to; 

they were human beings.” After his initial shock, Franek relents and supports his 

brother’s efforts to recover the stones. In an attempt to resolve a title issue with the 

family property, Franek also examines records at the village municipal office and 

makes a stunning finding that propels him on a mission to learn what happened 60 

years ago to the Jews who once inhabited the village. 



As the story unfolds, Aftermath plays out like a suspense drama. Indeed, even 

Director Pasikowski describes his film as a “thriller.” Many of the scenes evoke a 

heart-throbbing, gasp-inducing sense of uneasiness. For example, haunting music 

hangs in the air of a dark forest, with tension heightened by the sight of tangled 

branches above and the sound of crackling twigs underfoot. Camera angles focusing 

on characters from behind intensify the sense of dread, creating the expectation that 

a lurking enemy is poised to attack. At times, these tense scenes in Aftermath feel 

somewhat contrived and overly dramatic. Overall, though, they are effective in 

cultivating a mood of uneasiness that is well suited to a film about the silencing of 

dark secrets. 

During the Philadelphia Jewish Film Festival, the post-screening panel discussion 

about the movie provided the audience with contextual background. According to the 

panelists, the film – and the divided Polish reaction to it – reflects the polarization of 

opinion about Jews that exists today in Poland: ongoing anti-Semitism among some 

Poles and fervor to reclaim Jewish history, including its darkest corners, by others.  

Dr. Steinlauf explained that over the last few decades, Poland has been changing, 

particularly in its urban areas. He has witnessed the intensive memory work 

undertaken throughout Poland by non-Jews determined to recreate a sense of the 

Jewish culture that once thrived in their country. Dr. Steinlauf contends that one of 

the challenges with this work is “for Poles, who have a history of seeing themselves as 

martyrs, to recognize that they were sometimes perpetrators as well.” 

However, the memory work has not erased entrenched anti-Semitism from Poland, as 

the film clearly depicts. This fact was captured in an anecdote by panelist Slawomir 

Grunberg, a Polish director and producer of documentaries who has lived in the 

United States for over 30 years. In one of his documentaries, he featured a righteous 

Pole, who still did not want her neighbors to know that she had saved Jews during the 

Holocaust. 

As Dr. Steinlauf concluded at the end of the panel discussion, “what is both 

fascinating and problematic about Poland is that there are at least two faces to this 

country.”  

Aftermath is now playing in select theaters in the New York and Los Angeles areas. 

For information on how the film can be seen in other locations, contact Menemsha 

Films through its website www.menemshafilms.com.  
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